MANIFESTO

I, Nihal Ramteke (160110021), if elected as the 'Film and Media' secretary, Hostel-9 propose to do the following:-

INITIATIVES:-

1) Organize compulsory DSLR handling sessions for Cultural secretaries and Sports secretaries in collaboration with PFA secretary.
2) Make hostel introductory video.
3) Make look back into the year video for the hostel.
4) Organize competitions in collaboration with PFA secretary in hostel.
5) Propose to buy a Tripod.

RESPONSIBILITIES:-

1) Give full support to the whole H-9 council members for proper functioning of the council.
2) Conduct in-general and regular workshops in the hostel like:-
   a) DSLR handling workshops.
   b) Basic editing workshops.
3) Ensure that all the hostelites are updated about the events taking place in the hostel related to Film and media.
4) Maintain a legacy of all the events taking place in the hostel.
5) Ensure proper safety of camera and all the equipment’s coming under Film and Media like camera etc.
6) Will be active in PAF(trailer making).

CREDENTIALS:-

1) Active member of Silverscreen.
2) Experience of making three films:-
   Freshiezza(not released)
   48 hour film project(conundrum)
   Amature shorts (lost story)
3) Working experience in MOOD INDIGO (covered various events as photographer one of them SHE HAS GOT THE LOOKS)
4) Working experience in Techfest (Ozone)